Robustness of 4D-optimized scanned carbon ion beam therapy against interfractional changes in lung cancer.
Moving targets could be conformally treated with actively scanned carbon ion beams using 4D-optimization. As this heavily exploits 4D-CTs, an important question is whether the conformity also upholds in the context of interfractional changes, i.e. variable positioning, anatomy and breathing patterns. In 4 lung cancer patients, 6 weekly 4D-CTs were available. 4D-CTs and their phases were non-rigidly registered to propagate contours and 4D-doses. On the first 4D-CT, a 4D-optimized plan delivering a uniform dose to each motion phase (total dose 9.4Gy(RBE)) was simulated, as well as an ITV plan for comparison. On the five following 4D-CTs, 4D-dose was forward calculated and evaluated for target coverage and conformity. Variable uniform (3-7mm) and range margins (2mm/%) were investigated. For all patients, target coverage (V95>95% accumulated over 5 fractions) could be achieved, but with variable margin size weakly depending on motion amplitude and range changes. The same margins were also necessary for ITV plans, which lead to lower conformity and higher integral doses. 4D-optimization appears feasible also under interfractional changes and maintains a dosimetric advantage over less conformal ITV irradiations. Further studies are needed to identify patients benefiting most from the technically more complex 4D-optimization.